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1) Questions for President Ford: since Doug has been busy with you-know-what (among other things), he and I 

decided I would draft a memo to you on this item and he would review it and make suggestions, edits, etc. He 

now has my draft memo but, given other things on his plate, may not get to it for a day or two. I presume this 

time-frame is OK w/you. If you have any desire to see something quickly (ie, before Doug is able to get to it) 

let me know and I will give you what I gave Doug.2) Jack White request: leading off with a general comment, 

NARA's putting on to the internet an early and mistake-ridden version of the database was probably a mistake 

and creates a variety of headaches of this sort -- people writing NARA and us about why such-and-such a 

document is "postponed", etc. In fact, in this case, both the records Mary Ferrell cited to White are effectively 

open. I've attached the two RIFs to the hardcopy of this E-mail in your box. One (from the Numbered 

Photographic Materials record series) is open in full: this record series is out at NARA II but Martha Murphy 

doublechecked it for me today and confirmed its open status. The other, from the Numbered Files record 

series, is in our SCIF and is also open in full, except for White's SSN, which was redacted by NARA (hence the 

"X" on the annotated RIF). So we can reassure White as to the status of both records if you are so inclined 

(should I give this information to Eileen?). As so often happens, he/Mary Ferrell are either confused or misled 

by erroneous RIFs regarding referred vs. postponed vs. classified -- which is too bad, since their moral outrage 

could be expended in more useful ways. As for the other (open) records which reference him, we could -- if 

you wanted to -- run the 45-50 RIFs and send them to him in an effort to be extra-responsive. Your call. Let me 

know if you want me to do anything more on this. As to a request to the FBI/CIA for any and all files on Jack 

White -- which he also requests -- that's your department also.3) HSCA/CIA and International Rescue 

Committee: there is a referred HSCA Outside Contact Report (180-10075-10008) which sheds a little light on 

this. The record is innocuous enough but, given its formally referred status, I have not attached it (but see 

attached RIF). I'll bring it to you tomorrow morning. The HSCA also contacted the IRC directly, though on a 

more general level. This contact is reflected in two records (open) which I've attached to the hardcopy of this E-

mail. The CIA Segregated (HSCA staffer notes) Collection appears to contain two pages of HSCA staffer notes 

of a review of the CIA's IRC file (see attached RIF, document available only at NARA II). There are also a batch 

of RIFs, re: communication from Blakey to CIA of 1/6/78... this is the date on which it appears -- from the 

document you gave me initially -- that Blakey made a document request of the CIA relevant to the IRC. The 

documents corresponding to these RIFs would also need to be checked out at NARA II. Let me know if you 

want me to do this.Bonus Unsolicited Input/Question on Unrelated topic: even though we've written the Lib. 
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